Abstract-Television of Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia (UPI) is still in a condition of needing further development. To make improvements to tvupi products in the form of web streaming, in further research in 2017 will be conducted public test and development of Mobile Audience through Smart Digital Mobile. Some broadcast programs that are needed soon are the educational and arts education programs of local wisdom. The product of this advanced research, tvupi gained complete trust from all segments of viewers from the academic community of UPI. The content test and ease of access are expected to be able to get an overview of the information needs of campus television impressions by the wider community.
Introduction
Learning products at the level of University are often unable to answer the challenge of fulfilling the instrumental of the problem-solving. Some of the backgrounds of this phenomenon are caused by less competitive conditions, only to fulfill some routine tasks, and the lack of innovation and pragmatic thoughts from lecturers, technicians, and practitioners. There are still many other factors that cause learning outcomes are not connected with the needs in the world of work. To address this matter, the scientific steps that can be done by the lecturers are through the Scientific Research Group Program (SRGP) which is the product is technology oriented. One of the SRP's programs that can be done among others in the field of TV Stream is the product of the learning communication system. From this scientific study, the results are developed for the online lecture course in Communication Education. Furthermore, through this product-oriented SRGP, it can support the effort to disseminate university information through the digital communication system to compete in national and international quality. The idea is supported by research results from who stated that: in general, the senior assistants view streaming as a school management strategy that supports good quality education in line with the school objective. (Azlin Norhaini Mansor, Prem Prethaban Maniam, Michael C. Hunt, Mohamed Yusoff Mohd Nor. 2016) From the description above, the research will be conducted by utilizing the results of previous research to make a renewable innovation of a research process ever undertaken in cooperation with the University of Malaysia, USM which is related to the Streaming Web for Creative Learning. From the analysis of the results of the study, there is an opportunity for broader development efforts in the context of the fulfillment and strengthening of the field of communication systems expertise for learning (Hartati, T., Darmawan, D., Mulyasari. 2013). As one of the digital product, this research will be directed to the fulfillment of the needs of the academic community is to build digital television with the support of web streaming.
Strategically, product utilization from television streaming will be utilized by UPI civitas academics through smart digital mobile television. It is also useful for improving the quality of ICT skills management in the design of the digital learning communication system in the form of digital-online television. This condition is very much in line with the findings who stating that "Empirical evidence demonstrates that two other factors, top management and peer support and competencies in using specialized ICT tools significantly influence teachers' level of ICT usage in the teaching and learning process ."(Virginian Teeroovengadum, Nabeel Heeraman and Bhavish Jugurnath University of Mauritius. 2017) In this research, it will be produced some products that can improve the quality of web streaming television management as a learning communication system in UPI. In particular, the focus of the problem will be realized in the form of products:
• Syllabus and SAP Tools in Education Communication courses • Evaluation of the sustainability programs of tvupi broadcast based on the web streaming • Mobile Smart Digital Development in expanding the reach of tvupi viewers based on web streaming
In the context of academic practice, this research is aimed to answer the collaborative maturity between the scientific study of the lectures with the tasks and functions of the public relations that is intended to be able to produce web streaming tvupi supported through the development of expertise and practical knowledge in learning and news and imaging UPI imaging tasks. More practically and effectively in 2017, tvupi will be developed through Smart Digital Mobile technology.
2
Literature Review
Web streaming application
Web streaming can be defined as a special page that designed to be integrated between the online and offline operating systems, for the benefit of the presentation of some digital information. A number of definitions of web streaming are derived from the terms applied in video streaming. Due to the influence of the development of the broadcasting world, various breakthroughs have been developed by experts so that television broadcasting needs to be accessible to the public without having to have a complete television station. Thus, web streaming appears that is widely used to broadcast television programs globally. With this online digital capability, then in the era now finally many television stations utilizing Streaming technology. According to that streaming is a process of delivering data in a continuous and steady stream that allows users to access and use files before data is fully exposed (Darmawan, D. 2011 ). This opinion is in line with what was stated about the Realtime concept that is: "To implement real-time processing, a buffer is set up in the streaming server. The data in the buffer keeps actual so that the data sent to a client end for playing back is the latest,(Chen, D.L., Li, Z., Wang, Y., Zhao, L.F. and Zhang 2013). Since the video encoding format is H264 in the system, the playback operation of the video streaming is designed to start from I frame (keyframe) (Zeng, B., et al. 2008 ). The SPS and PPS needed for decoding are also be sent at the begging of video together with I frame. These two points must ensure to complete realtime video processing."
In developing streaming for communication purposes in broadcast or television broadcasting context, the existence of World Wide Web technology (website) or often known as www, is a much needed digital technology. Through this streaming then the television show can be repeated and replayed as needed regarding Synchronous or Asynchronous. In terms of financing, to build streaming television can be more efficient and can reach the audience will be broader and faster to be accessible with advantages on aspects Broadcast program management that must be done through TV Streaming is almost not much different from that managed by other professional television stations, both public and private. In managing the broadcast program, it will require a storage system of some broadcast programs either broadcast live or broadcast delay or re-broadcast. Thus, it will be required a server for storage of the program which is then on the server will need an adequate database. The function of this database will determine the amount of TV Streaming broadcasts will be broadcasted worldwide. So, in this section researchers feel it is important to review what and how this database with the aim that the support of digital storage systems in the form of this database is able to contribute sufficiently to smooth service of web streaming tvupi.
To manage the database required a software called DBMS (Database Management System). DBMS is a software system that allows users to create, maintain, control and access databases in a practical and efficient manner. With DBMS, users will more easily control and manipulate existing data. While RDBMS or Relationship Database Management System is one type of DBMS that supports the relationship or relationship between tables. In addition to RDBMS, there are other DBMS types, such as Hierarchy DBMS, Object Oriented DBMS, etc. In terms of academic learning, the product of web streaming tvupi will be one of the centers of study of the development of communication science, especially communication education, considering tvupi with the support of this web streaming system is in LPTK institutions that have the function of creating prospective educators.
2.3
Enterprise information system for TVUPI's web streaming
In the process of developing an information and communication system that tends to culminate in the realization of an event program database system. Then this will require the study of designing a particular information system with the appropriate methodology type. The study related to the enterprise information system (EIS), its architecture is expected to have functions in support of the development of the website streaming system. Some experts explain as according to (Daniel, M. 2008) explains that: An enterprise architecture is a plan of record, a blueprint of the permitted structure, arrangement, configuration, functional groupings/partitioning, interfaces, data, protocols, logical functionality, integration, technology, of IT resources needed to support a corporate or organizational business function or mission. From the above opinion, it is clear that EIS is very important to provide direction to programmers and data managers about the blueprint, a data structure with its relation, filter searching arrangement, content configuration, data grouping function to facilitate the search, as well as interface communication layer television streaming (Anna Hadiana. 2012). Figure. 1 is one configuration of an EIS work system that has been adapted to the web browser in its operation.
Implementation of EIS/EA (enterprise architecture) requires the study of methodology in the system work. In order to build a database of television programs adapted to the subdirectory of the web streaming-tvupi.edu page, the development methodology used is the TOGAF method(Daniel, M., et.al 2008 .). The TOGAF method provides a context for the use of multiple architectural frameworks, models, and assets in conjunction with TOGAF ADM. Besides TOGAF as the basic architecture in developing information technology in an organization including educational organizations In this context, the UPI environment is supported by educational communication lecture activities. TOGAF consists of 8 phase in the form of cycle. In the 4th phase focused development of technology architecture. The phases in the TOGAF method can be seen in Figure  . 2. Other opinions in some framework sites include that TOGAF is a framework for EA which provides a comprehensive approach to the design, planning, implementation, and governance of an enterprise information architecture. TOGAF is a registered trademark of The Open Group. TOGAF is a high level and holistic approach to design, which is typically modeled at four levels: Business, Application, Data, and Technology. As an open standard, TOGAF is widely adopted to support EA. The opinion confirms that the implementation methodology of the EIS with TOGAF allows it to conduct a series of development of online television information systems, complete and intact to the extent that is expected to materialize in building a tvupi web streaming program.
The course of communication education
This course is the subject of MKBS group of the field of study which must be taken by students of Education Technology Study Program which take Concentration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) teachers as well as learning engineer teachers. The course is usually taken on even semesters (six) according to the UPI curriculum structure since legalized by TPK in 2015 which belongs to the field of study for the concentration of ICT teachers.
The purpose of this course is aimed at students to be able to design, develop and test various forms and types and communication models for various fields. One area of study of educational communication is the academic world and the world of broadcasting. As required by an educational institution such as UPI, the benefits of the outcome of this course is to contribute thoughts to all academic community to be able to build a special website to meet the needs of broadcasting as required by the institution of public relations owned by UPI today.
Research methodology
This study uses the research and development approach which adapt 10 main steps namely
• Literature study and script preparation of tvupi.edu web streaming development materials and analyzing baseline data • Formulation of initial design of tvupi web streaming • Development of enterprise information system database for storage of broadcast programs • Development of integrated database information engine between broadcast delay and live broadcast • Validation of tvupi.edu web streaming prototype with TOGAF approach • Online trial of the database engine of broadcast tvupi.edu web streaming program on the web with individual pages • The process of entry and update of tvupi.edu broadcast program data by classification of broadcast category filter in accordance with the database system • Trials of ease, speed, web streaming of tvupi.edu access from various regions • Validation and Decimation of tvupi.edu web streaming in the Presentation Form and use of shared access • Launching web streaming tvupi.edu. to manage news information and digital television shows and public relations information to support UPI imaging All the steps in this R & D research approach were adapted from (Gall, M., Damien & Borg Wolter, R. 1992.). Furthermore, the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guideline was performed using two categories of approaches, ie analysis for test results data vision of design and development web streaming tvupi.edu that is adaptive to educational communication courses, where an analysis of the stages of development and trial-revision will be conducted using qualitative data analysis from (Milles and Huberman. n.d.). As for data analysis to test the impact of each test at this stage of R & D will be done by using a simple statistical approach with a reason to find which program is widely accessed by the audience.
Result

Syllabus and RPS course of communication education
This research product is a learning instrument that aimed at supporting the improvement of lecture quality of Education Communication. Syllabus and RPS were developed by referring to the research-oriented stages of product lectures in and out of the classroom by students and lecturers, namely tvupi with web streaming-based program as the findings of the utilization of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The findings are supported by previous researchers who confirmed that the intention of an individual to make use of a particular technology has been found to be highly associated with his or her actual usage of the technology and two main determinants of usage intention as suggested by the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), are the user's ease of use and perceived usefulness of technology (Davis, F. 1989) .
Thus the learning experience provided is a real experience of building a realtime television-based television communications system. At the end of the lecture, students are given the opportunity to present their streaming products. This research-based lecture product refers to and supports the achievement of the existing competency standards in the Indonesian National Qualification Framework by utilizing ICT products in the digital age, the findings of this research reinforce the role of ICT as described by (Kreijns, K., Vermeulen, M., Kirschner, P.A., Buuren, H.V. and Acker, F.V. 2013) who stated that the use of ICT in education improves the teaching and learning process by providing support to teachers and students and connecting them to each other and a wide range of information in an efficient way.
3.2
Sustainability evaluation of website broadcast program streaming TVUPI from academic Society of UPI Sustainability evaluation of broadcast tvupi website broadcasting program is done by the office of public relations office in carrying out its duties to cover and produce tvupi broadcast program, especially by request from the leadership. This finding proves the opinion of (Azlin Norhaini Mansor, Prem Prethaban Maniam, Michael C. Hunt, Mohamed Yusoff Mohd Nor. 2016) about streaming: Streaming refers to the act of grouping students into classes based on their intellectual and academic endeavors in this study (Macqueen, S. 2008 ) (Kumar, P. A. 2004.) . This is still done considering the financing aspect of a broadcast program product is quite expensive thus every product broadcast program that continues to be evaluated is focused on the financing aspect of the program. Sustainability evaluation of tvupi's web streaming program is done through ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation). Here are the results of the analysis using this ADDIE approach:
Analysis: Aimed at assessing aspects of preparedness infrastructure suggestions, and supporting digital systems for a live streaming tvupi program production process. This kind of readiness is primarily concerned with the availability and compatibility of production equipment. As has been done by many research teams as well as tvupi.edu crew until now constrained in the results of the analysis of readiness and availability of infrastructure aspects. The results of the research analysis indicate that the availability of building facilities, or adequate room is needed as a tvupi production service. Based on these conditions for tvupi sustainability, among others, will migrate on Smart TV Digital, as explained by ( Design: This assessment is addressed to the aspect of the program content assessment and program broadcast time in which the results indicate that the storage needs of the broadcast program database have also been designed with a time limit system. This means that broadcast tvupi web streaming can only be viewed in the live version that is at the time of activity and added with the announcement of airing period. It also still stores a number of database system needs in the form of the server (computer server) to be independently managed by a team of researchers who are also media and publications in UPI public relations office. During this time to support the delayed and uploaded lie broadcast on the YouTube server is more likely to be used by tvupi. This condition is reinforced by the opinion of (Jane de Almeida, Maria Amelia Eliseo, Cicero Inacio da Silva, Helena Prates, Vic Von Poser, Brett Stalbaum, Nilton Gomes Furtado. 2016), who stated that The most widely used platform for streaming, it allows the edition of the broadcasted material after the end of the streaming. However, YouTube does not allow consecutive edition of the broadcast content, and you cannot insert audio, cut or alter any content consecutively to the streaming. In the picture above the results of the analysis of tvupi streaming development efforts carried out through 2 assessment phases turned out to show a stable trend above the lowest score of -500 from the total number of UPI academics. The results of the positive trend for the first phase obtained the highest vote of 1000 people, for the positive trend of the second phase assessment of 1500 people. The highest category trend is the live streaming category no. 2, which is about The Scientific Discussion, only 57 people, and the highest is scientific visiting which reaches 2516 people from the UPI academic community.
Implementation: This stage is aimed at the evaluation process for all tvupi broadcast television shows and broadcast programs. During the study lasted about two years then the implementation of the tvupi program run in accordance with the design that has been planned. Nevertheless, there are still many shortcomings, especially facilities and infrastructure owned now. Ideally during this tvupi program implemented by optimizing hardware, software and brain ware that exists. Especially for the programs classified into tvupi's flagship program in its implementation is still done by the university public relations office supported by the contributor of a number of related study programs, such as education and communication technology.
Various schedule and program plan production and tvupi broadcast impressions during this well run and able to meet the needs of information and communication messages for all UPI academic community and also outside communities both nationally and internationally. To realize the implementation target of tvupi webstreaming products, the following is one of the tvupi live streaming shows by using youtube about coverage of robot contest activities among students throughout Indonesia, as shown in figure 5 below. Evaluation: This stage is aimed at assessing the classification of tvupi broadcast programs viewed asynchronously, from the evaluation results can be seen the findings of data as follows. Figure. 7, it can be seen that the evaluation of live streaming program impressions broadcast by tvupi shows that there is an average of nearly the same program that is above the average score of 84, especially for broadcast programs related to Academic Graduation Activity which reaches the average score 87. Then the average for Scientific Discussion program reaches an average score of 83, for the 81 scores general lecturing program, the broadcast program of partnership university reaches an average score of 86, the scientific visiting program reaches an average score of 84 and the broadcast program associated with Technology Innovation reached an average score of 84. The average score for broadcast programs that are below the average of 80 is the program broadcast program that is only reached 40 and the program broadcast student-oriented reach land-land score 74. Thus there is two tvupi broadcast program which has to be improved the quality of its contents.
3.3
Mobile smart digital development to expand TVUPI audience reach based on web streaming
The findings for the development of tvupi in the form of mobile smart digital in the first year have been tested, but constrained policy and financing efficiency of a tv product was not optimally done. Thus, in this second year the development of web streaming including live program there is Mobile Smart Digital model has been designed in such a way by following the partnership procedures: 
4
Result and Discussion
Sustainability educational communication on web streaming TVUPI
The findings indicate that the sustainability of tvupi development and utilization as an educational communication model can be studied and developed more strategically. The study and development are related to the policy of university leaders who will strategically manage how the tvupi programs grow more varied. tvupi is not only a campus community television but rather a television that has a commercial role and partnership with the communications industry. Likewise, in establishing partnerships for the provision of education and learning through television broadcasting programs, can be done through cooperation with the Center of Communication, and Communication Technologies of Education Ministry. The two studies are strongly supported by the opinion of UPI academic community and also illustrated in the lecturing process in one of the educational communication courses, where the UPI students are also able to have competence if needed by the industrial partners and the organization of television based education. If it is associated with student learning outcomes in Education Communication courses obtained during this research, then the aspect of the sustainability of tvupi web streaming can be continued its development and utilization by the students.
Mobile television for all-academic communication at university level
In this digital era, the role of television media that has migrated to the digital tv era can be watched through a mobile phone. This situation is predicted will affect the communication process. Similarly in the world of education, especially in college that prints prospective teachers, the existence of mobile television is very important. UPI as one of the leading universities in Indonesia, in early 2016 has been cooperating with Smart Digital Television company that is able to offer programs of the live broadcast of all campus activities, whether the event is held on campus or within the country, or outside the campus or outside country. Thus, the process of academic communication by the lecturers, students, and researchers will become more dynamic and widely performed. However, the challenges of infrastructure and financing needs are high enough, so that the academic communication process by using mobile media is only done by using the youtube server as the result of this research. Similarly, new mobile television media using the personal mobile phone and has not been designed to integrate with streaming web tvupi system.
4.3
Hardware support for mobile communication
The low number of live streaming programs found in this study indicates the weak support of mobile devices that have to be registered by the special admin of the tvupi management. This condition causes the opportunity to access a limited time live streaming broadcast that is 1.5 hours will be very difficult to do. Thus registration every mobile phone owned by UPI academic community will be done in the future. This effort is crucial in supporting the success of the mobile educational communication process when the live streaming broadcast associated with academic activities in the UPI environment increase.
Conclusion
In order to disseminate academically scientific research products, the publication process in the form of Publication Articles has been able to publish in the International Journal with the focus of tvupi web streaming study. Implementation, The continuation of tvupi streaming website broadcasting program from UPI Academic community, has been done by involving all levels of civitas academics with the results of the distribution of opinions that tend to vary in providing tvupi streaming assessment, in particular, the power system aspect, availability, and quality of the broadcast, streams developed. Utilization and support from Mobile Smart Digital in expanding the reach of tvupi audiences very rapidly where each program broadcast lives or delay, able to reach the average of 40-87% from UPI academic community.
From the results of research, discussion and conclusion formulation above then research on the tvupi -based streaming web has become a standard of education communication implementation. Support infrastructure and human resources must be balanced and able to demonstrate the mobile smart television development program in the world. In order to strengthen the findings of this research, it is necessary by the system of product publication, publication of written works, and smart digital mobile. Thus the program on the development of streaming television will take place properly and optimally. This should be supported by business strategy systems and market availability.
